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Solari Food Series – Pioneering Urban Farms
with Will Allen - August 25th
To
“A great man is a torch in the darkness, a beacon in superstition’s night, an
inspiration and a prophecy.” ~ Robert Green Ingersoll
This week Harry Blazer returns with his interview of Will Allen, CEO of Growing
Power, in Milwaukee.
When you listen to Will Allen, you will hear a man modest in his presentation. But
make no mistake — what he is attempting is essential – to make entrepreneurial
urban farming work.
Will grew up on a farm, had an early successful career in basketball and then a
second career in marketing for Proctor & Gamble. After retiring from the corporate
world, he purchased a nursery and a farm in the Milwaukee area and proceeded to
build an organization that grows food and grows farmers. Here is how Henry Ford
Magazine described his operation in 2013:
“Today, Allen is the quintessential icon of the urban farming movement
— a master farmer with more than 50 years of growing under his belt.
His innovative techniques in seeding,vermicomposting and
aquaponics have built the multimillion-dollar operation Growing Power
from a two-acre farm in Milwaukee. Here, Allen still personally
nurtures more than 20,000 plants and veggies, creates compost from

more than 180,000 pounds of waste per week, raises thousands of fish
of varying types and tends to an ever-expanding flock of chickens, goats,
rabbits and more. Along with selling what he harvests to neighboring
communities in need, he is equally committed to sharing what he knows.
He is training urban youth in his farming techniques so they, too, can
grow their own good food, wipe out inner-city food deserts and start
building healthy, sustainable food systems for future
generations. Already, these well-trained prodigies are running more than
a dozen additional Growing Power farms in Illinois and Wisconsin as well
as a dozen more regional training centers across the U.S.”
Harry thought this interview was so important that he flew to Milwaukee to talk to Will
in person. I hope it inspires you to support Will and the entrepreneurs around you
who are rebuilding your local fresh food system.
In Lets Go to the Movies, I recommend Allen’s comments on urban farming at
PopTech2009.

Catherine Austin Fitts
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Subscribe Now & Receive Your Solari Wrap Up
Book!
Purchase a yearly subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed , soft cover book:
2nd Quarter Wrap Up – Productivity, Prosperity & The Popsicle Index

Offer Ends September 11, 2016

The 2016 2nd Quarter Wrap Up Productivity, Prosperity & The Popsicle Index book
comes in a soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images and easy-to-follow charts.

Purchase a 6month subscription to the Solari Report and receive printed , soft cover book:
1st Quarter Wrap Up: Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016

Offer Ends September 11, 2016

The 2016 1st Quarter Wrap Up Where to Stash Your Cash in 2016 book comes in a
soft cover, with glossy pages, beautiful images, easy to follow charts.

Click here to learn more.

Introduction to Pistis Sophia

“And Jesus answered Mary, saying ‘Ask what you wish, and I will reveal it to you
openly and without analogy…” ~ Pistis Sophia
By Catherine Austin Fitts
In July, I visited with Ulrike Granögger in Lake Constance, Germany. I asked Ulrike
to give an introduction to the Gnostic text Pistis Sophia to Alastair and Wendy
Thompson who were visiting from Brittany for the day. We recorded the discussion
and are posting in response to the question, “What is the Pistis Sophia and why is it
of such interest?”

Continue reading here.

Highlights from Last Week - Human Communications Between Reality
and Official Reality with Jon Rappoport
Jon Rappoport joins me this week to explore a phenomenon we are all grappling
with – communicating with people who believe in realities that diverge from our own.
Everywhere we turn there is an “official narrative” or “official reality.” That “reality”
often diverges painfully from the reality that we deal with day to day.

For those who reject the official narrative, it is easy to wander into a maze of other
realities, of which many are equally divergent from our own and more misleading
than the official reality.
Spice up the mix with professional disinformation, “divide and conquer” media, and
entrainment and subliminal programming and other mind control techniques, and
then our human communication can quickly become a puzzle palace that challenges
the best of us.
This is a topic that fascinates me – however, I find it difficult to generalize.
Communications in passing conversation are quite different from conversations
involving health or financial decisions involving legal and financial risk. Managing
communications about divergent realities at a cocktail party is very different from
managing them with your spouse. Given the complexity of our society, the fact
patterns expand quickly.
If there is one thing driving productivity lower in our society, it is the complexity,
frustration, and loneliness that can arise with communications in this Orwellian soup.
It is critical that we each develop strategies for navigating the challenges of
communicating effectively with family, friends, and colleagues. It is one thing to be
“in the know.” It is another thing to communicate effectively with those who are not
and don’t want to be “in the know.”
For many years, I have turned to Jon Rappoport’s writings, audios, and consultations
for help to understand these issues and to remain coherent in the midst of the
“psychic storm.” Jon consistently inspires me to create my own reality, rather than
falling into the pea soup of the official narrative designed to harvest us all. We close
with a review of the great resources he offers at No More Fake News to help you do
the same.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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